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Project Description 

•  For this culminating assignment, students create a finished 
artwork utilizing the various techniques they experimented 
with throughout the quarter. They may build on previous 
ideas or start a whole new project. 

•  The goal of the course is to integrate the experimental 
techniques the students learned into a cohesive final project, 
which melds content with formal techniques, using the formal 
techniques to enhance the content of the piece. 



Mixed media 
installation with 

hand 
embroidery on 

transferred 
photographic 

imagery, 
painting and 
wall paper 





Mixed media installation with hand drawn and scanned imagery 



•  Digital collage from appropriated source material, hand painted frame 



•  Digital collage from appropriated source material, hand painted frame 



•  Constructed viewer for altered envelopes containing images printed from found 
negatives, interactive 



•  Constructed viewer for altered envelopes containing images printed from found 
negatives, interactive 



•  Student took 
headlines 
from Glamour 
and Vogue 
magazine and 
made her 
own images 
to go with 
them. 
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•  Student appropriated imagery, created cut and paste collages and then scanned 
and digitally printed them, to illustrate stories from her childhood as a Protestant 
child going to Catholic school 
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•  Student appropriated imagery, created cut and paste collages and then scanned 
and digitally printed them, to illustrate stories from her childhood as a Protestant 
child going to Catholic school 



•  Student photographed body parts, printed and mounted them on foam core 
and constructed collage which hung from ceiling 



•  Student photographed body parts, printed and mounted them on foam core 
and constructed collage which hung from ceiling 



•  Flipbook 
created from 
multiple Mac 
camera 
images, 
digital output, 
clip and 
rubber bands 



•  Assemblage 
created from 
altered type-
c prints, 
mixed media 



•  Assemblage created from altered type-c prints, mixed media, detail 



•  Multi-media performance with digital prints, 3-D glasses, multiple still and video 
projections 



•  Multi-media performance with digital prints, 3-D glasses, multiple still and video 
projections 



•  Interactive installation hung from ceiling utilizing 
appropriated imagery from Google maps 



•  Interactive installation hung from ceiling utilizing 
appropriated imagery from Google maps 



Art 512: Graduate Photography 



Three channel projection from digital microscopic imagery 

Justine Bae 



Michael Shields 

http://thecompilationseries.blogspot.com/2010/11/michael-shields-photography.html 






